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Abstract. The development of applications for Grid-environments is
currently lacking the support of tools, which end-users are familiar with
from their regular working environment. This paper analyzes the require-
ments for developing, porting and optimizing scientific applications for
Grid-environments. A toolbox designed and implemented in the frame
of the DAMIEN project which closes some of the gaps and supports the
end-user during the development of the application and its day-to-day
usage in Grid-environments is then presented.

1 Introduction

The Grid is generally seen as a concept for ‘coordinated resource sharing and
problem solving in dynamic, multi-institutional virtual organization’ [9]. The
original idea came from scientists, who were mainly interested in the scientific
solution of their problem. Their jobs can be executed on any machine, respec-
tively on any set of machines, to which they have access. Like in Metacomputing,
which was a popular concept in the mid-90s [5], the idea of distributing jobs onto
several machines is an important part of the Grid concept. The need for doing
so mainly comes from applications, which have a high demand on computational
resources [2,11], increased throughput on the machines and reduced turnaround
times.

Distributing a parallel job onto several machines imposes however many prob-
lems to the user and the application. Most of the problems stem from the fact,
that the Grid is heterogeneous in several senses. First problems arise with dif-
ferent data representations on different machines, which requires data conver-
sion either in the communication layer or in the application. Various processor
speeds, differences in the available memory and the usage of shared resources
require the application to have a smart initial load distribution as well as dy-
namic load balancing. The differences in the communication characteristics for
communication between processes located on potentially different sites require
distinct programming techniques for hiding the wide area latency and dealing
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with the low bandwidth. Another level of heterogeneity is introduced by the
different methods of access to the different machines in a Grid, e. g. ssh [21],
UNICORE [1] or globus GSI [9].

This paper focuses on application development for the Grid, specifically sci-
entific applications coming from the area of high performance computing. The
application usually has to pass several stages until it can be used for production
runs. These steps will be analyzed and we will show how the tools developed
in the frame of a European Grid-computing project called DAMIEN supports
end-users during these stages.

The structure of the paper is as follows: section 2 analyzes the software life-
cylce of an application in the Grid, presenting its different stages and steps,
through which it passes during its development and usage. The tools developed
in the DAMIEN project supporting the development and usage of applications
for Grid environments are shown in section 3. The DAMIEN testbed and usage
scenarios shown during the Supercomputing Conference 2002 in Baltimore, USA,
are shown finally in section 4.

2 Software Life-Cycle of an Application in the Grid

A scientific application has to pass two different stages during its lifetime:

– The development phase: in this phase the application is modified to enable
the solution of certain problems. At the end of this phase, the application is
stable and ready for production runs.

– The production phase: the code can now be used for solving the problems
which it was originally designed for.

The boundaries between these two stages are not well defined. It is quite
common to modify programs which have already been used for production runs
for new problems. Therefore, during its lifetime, the code will pass both phases
several times. However, since these two stages require quite different handling
from an end-user’s point of view, we would like to keep the distinction and adapt
this scheme to the development of scientific applications in Grid-environments.

The development phase as depicted in figure 1, is described in the follow-
ing section. Starting point for a Grid-enabled application is either a sequential
code or a parallel message-passing code, which has already been used on reg-
ular high performance computing platforms. Although rarely done, a program
may also be developed from scratch targeting from the very beginning for dis-
tributed Grid-environments. Furthermore, a new class of applications, which
combine several applications from different scientific areas, are getting more and
more popular among scientists and in industry. These applications, known as
multi-disciplinary or coupled applications, are a promising approach for Grid-
environments, since with careful handling by the end-user, the communication
pattern of the application may reflect quite well the communication character-
istics of the Grid-computer.
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Sequential code(s)

Parallel (MPI) code(s)

Parallelization

Code coupling

Optimization

Compiling

Linking with libraries

Debugging

Performance analysis

Testing

Results
OK?

yes

no

MetaVampirtrace

MetaVampir

PACX−MPI

MpCCI

MpCCI

MPI

Fig. 1. Different steps of an application during the development phase and the
DAMIEN tools supporting this stage.

Depending on the starting point provided by the application, the code has to
be parallelized in the case of a sequential program, or the codes have to be cou-
pled in some way for multi-disciplinary applications. For coupling applications,
some coupling-libraries may be used, which provide a high-level communication
interface between the applications.

When having a first version of the ‘new’ application, the user compiles the
code and links the application with the necessary libraries. These usually consist
of the communication library, nowadays usually an implementation of the Mes-
sage Passing Interface (MPI) [19], maybe the coupling-library and some libraries
containing numerical routines, e. g. the BLAS-libraries [7].

First tests with some smaller test-cases may reveal problems and bugs. To re-
move these bugs, special tools for debugging will be used. A special case of a bug
is, if the application produces correct results, but has a much lower performance
than originally expected. In this case a performance analyzer will be used, which
gives hints about the communication pattern (and bottlenecks) and processor-
performance. Depending on the problem found, the user has to go back to the
parallelization/optimization step, or maybe even have a look at the algorithms
used.

Finally, after a certain number of iterations, the user will have a working
code, and some experience with it for small or medium size problems. Together
with the given problem, he’s seeking to solve, these are the input parameters
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Determine optimal number of processors

code

Grid−enabled Experience with

small problems

and combination of machines

Execute job

Given

problem

Dimemas

MetaVampir

Configuration
Manager

MetaVampir

Dimemastrace

MetaVampirtrace

Fig. 2. General description of the necessary steps for a production run and the
DAMIEN tools supporting these steps.

for the second stage of the application, the production phase (see figure 2). The
problems of the end-user are now slightly different. He has to figure out, how
many processes and which machine(s) he should use for optimal performance.
This decision is usually driven by the need for minimizing the turn-around time
of his simulation. This, on one hand is depending on the optimal performance of
the application on the used machines and networks, and on the other hand by
the current load of the machines.

After determining these parameters, he can finally start the job on the cluster
of machines he decided to use. The execution of the application has again dif-
ferent problems, like co-scheduling of all used resources, including the network,
and authentication and authorization of the user on all resources.

3 The DAMIEN Project

The DAMIEN project (Distributed Applications and Middleware for Industrial
Use of European Networks) started early 2001 as one out of originally three
Grid-projects funded by the European Commission. The consortium consists of
five partners: the European Center for Parallelism of Barcelona (CEPBA), the
Regional Computing Center of the Haute Normandie (CRIHAN), the High Per-
formance Computing Center of Stuttgart (HLRS), the software company Pallas
GmbH and the European Aeronautic Defense and Space company (EADS). The
goal of the project is to develop a tool-set for Grid-computing, based partially on
existing and widely accepted tools from the area of high performance computing,
and partially by developing new tools. All tools together form an environment,
which supports application developers and end-users in a completely new way
in Grid-environments.
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3.1 Tools for the Development Phase

The tools supporting the end-user during the development phase of an appli-
cation are shown on the right side of figure 1. The parallelization paradigm
supported in the DAMIEN project is based Message Passing Standard MPI [19,
20]. The communication library used in the frame of the project is called PACX-
MPI[10] and is an optimized implementation of the MPI-standard for Meta-
and Grid-computing environments. Its current functionality includes the whole
MPI-1 standard as well as three parts of the MPI-2 specification, which were
considered to be of interest for Grid-Computing (extended collective operations,
language interoperability functions and the canonical pack/unpack functions). In
the frame of the DAMIEN project, PACX-MPI is extended to support the han-
dling of several network connections simultaneously between each pair of hosts.
This is important for optimal usage of the available bandwidth on nowadays
Gigabit high speed backbone networks.

For coupling of several applications, the Code Coupling Interface MpCCI [14]
is extended to support Grid-environments. MpCCI provides the end-user data
exchange functions on a higher level by providing all required functionality (e. g.
interpolation between different meshes). Since the communication inside MpCCI
is based again on MPI, the library is ported to work on top of PACX-MPI.

For debugging and performance analysis of a Grid-enabled scientific appli-
cation, MetaVampir [4] and its tracing library MetaVampirtrace are included in
the tool-set. The tracing library is again ported to PACX-MPI and can deal with
the hierarchical communication subsystem given in Grid-environments. The in-
terface between PACX-MPI and MetaVampirtrace is based on the profiling inter-
face of MPI, which gives the user the possibility to replace MPI-calls by routines
with different functionality, and providing a second, name-shifted version of all
MPI-routines. MetaVampir can then visualize the data produced by MetaVam-
pirtrace, allowing some additional analysis based on the machines, and not just
on the level of processes. To gather a more detailed view of the application and of
the used tools, both MetaVampir and MetaVampirtrace are extended to enable
an application level view of the tracefile or a more low level view. As an example,
the user can decide, whether he would like to see the communication daemons of
PACX-MPI or not. This gives him the flexibility to see internal communication
routines of PACX-MPI, if required, and get more detailed information about a
message.

3.2 Tools for Production Phase

For the production phase, things are more complicated. Assuming that the user
has finally a working version of the code, we need to reflect somehow the experi-
ence with the code for small and medium size problems mentioned in section 2.
This is done by requiring a tracefile of the application for Dimemas [12]. This can
either be done by using the Dimemastrace library directly, or using MetaVam-
pirtrace with a special option. Dimemas is a tool for performance prediction,
which can estimate the behavior of an application based on an initial tracefile.
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The working approach for Dimemas is as follows. Based on the initial tracefile,
the user can modify certain parameters of the run, e. g. the quality of the network
between the machines, or the distribution of the processes on the machines. Using
a simulator, Dimemas estimates the behavior of the application with the modified
parameters. For checking the result, the user can than write a tracefile, which
can be analyzed with MetaVampir, or, in case he trusts the results (because he
analyzed this application several times), he can just use the resulting simulation
time. Several configurations may thus be tested. Finally, the user will determine
which configuration from the tested ones is best for the given problem. Ideally,
this loop, which is also represented in figure 3, would be executed by some
tool automatically by taking into account a certain machine-pool, the number
of available nodes on each machine, the communication characteristics of each
machine and between each pair of machines, and finally telling the user the best
solution. However, this goal is out of scope for this project, but is a target for
future research between the partners.

Check results with Vampir

Specify QoS parameters

Specify best configuration

Launch job with

Configuration Manager

Execute Dimemas simulator

Edit new configuration

All configurations
tested ?

Dimemas Tracefile

yes

no

Fig. 3. Handling of the DAMIEN tools in the production phase.

After determining which combination of machines he would like to use, the
user may start the application on these machines. To support this step, a Con-
figuration Manager [18] for PACX-MPI is developed in the frame of the project.
This Configuration Manager has foremost three goals:

– Create the configuration files for PACX-MPI based on the specification of
the user. To ease the specification of the resources, a GUI is provided to the
end-user.

– Distribute the configuration files onto all participating machines.
– Start the application on all specified machines.
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For the second and third step, a direct interaction with the target machines is
required. Since we strongly believe that in the near future we will have a het-
erogenous Grid-infrastructure regarding the methods how to access a machine
(e. g. ssh [21], UNICORE [1], globus [9]), another goal of the Configuration Man-
ager is to hide this complexity from the end-user by supporting several of these
mechanisms.

The final step – and maybe most critical point for achieving the required
performance for a production run – is to ensure a certain level of quality of the
network between the machines. Therefore, a Quality of Service Manager (QoS
Manager) is currently developed in the frame of the DAMIEN project, having
the goal to set certain QoS parameters whenever required. The QoS Manager
will be integrated into the communication library PACX-MPI. The specification
of the required parameters will be supported by the Configuration Manager.
However, this point is critical, since the QoS Manager has to rely on certain
functionality provided by the network. While this is ensured by the new high
speed backbone networks, like e. g. Géant, it might be a problem when using
several network providers, which offer networks of poorer quality than desired.
This however, is currently necessary to reach Géant.

3.3 The DAMIEN Testbed

To test the tools developed in the DAMIEN project, a testbed between the
academic partners has been set-up. The DAMIEN testbed consist of several
computers installed at the various sites of the project partners, namely

– a 4 processor SGI Origin 2000 at CRIHAN,
– a 64 processor SGI Origin 2000 as well as
– a 4 × 16 processor IBM RS6000 SP at CEPBA and
– a 16 × 8 processor Hitachi SR8000 as well as
– a 20 processor SGI Origin 2000 installed at HLRS.

From a top-down view, the interconnecting network consists of the European
high speed backbone network Géant, connecting the French Renater 2, the Span-
ish Rediris, and the local provider BelWü in Germany.

Another testbed for the industrial partners consisting of several PC-clusters
on different locations of EADS is currently under development, and expected to
work early 2003.

Several applications are used and tested on the testbed. The application
EADS wants to test within the project is a multi-disciplinary vibro-acoustic
simulation, which can be used for solving several problems (e. g. noise reduc-
tion simulations in airplanes). Since the EADS application is currently still in
the development phase, the application being run over the testbed consisted of
an application for the simulation of non-equilibrium flow around space vehicles
reentering the atmosphere, called URANUS [3].
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Fig. 4. Global Wide Area Testbed presented at Supercomputing 2002 in Baltimore

4 Demonstrations at Supercomputing

At the HPC-Challenge at SuperComputing 2002, we demonstrated the usage of
a Metacomputer coupled with PACX-MPI and running a bioinformatics simu-
lation of the folding of single-stranded mRNA. This code was developed at the
University of Vienna by Ivo Hofacker[15] and improved by Sandia National Labs
and HLRS within the frame of this work. Specifically, the energy parameters
were updated, the application was integrated into a visualization environment
for virtual reality and the communication pattern improved to be efficient for
Metacomputing. The computational complexity of this code is in the order of
O(n3), while the communication is in the order of O(n2), with n being the length
of the mRNA-sequence. Among the 22 machines used at the partners sites (see
Fig. 4) were:

1. Cray T3e/512 (HLRS, Germany; MCC, UK; PSC, US; CSC Finland)
2. SGI Origin 2000 (AIST, Japan; CEPBA, Spain)
3. SGI Origin 3800 (MCC, UK; NCHC, Taiwan)
4. IBM p690 (KISTI, Korea; NCHC, Taiwan)
5. Compaq Terascale Computing System (PSC, US)
6. Compaq Alpha Cluster (JAERI, Japan)
7. Hitachi SR8000 (HLRS, Germany)
8. NEC SX5 (HLRS, Germany)
9. IBM RS6000 SP (CEPBA, Spain)

10. Fujitsu PrimePower VPP (JAERI, Japan)

The heterogenous Metacomputer consisted of up to six computers, distributed
over the three continents. To facilitate the starting of this Metacomputer, the
Configuration Manager was used.

This heterogeneous set of computer worked on jobs submitted by the user to
the computers with the GUI from the VR-environment at the booth of HLRS at
SC02. The partners were then able to join the demonstration live via AccessGrid.
Integration of the application into this framework enabled the user to:
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– Visualize and collaboratively work on the computed results.
– Start new simulations on the connected computers (Metacomputer and single

hosts) interactively.
– Monitor progress of the computation on the host.

5 Conclusion

This paper analyzed the different steps an application has to pass, before it can
be used for a production run. It has been shown, that each of these steps require
several tools, which support the end-user during each step. The DAMIEN project
develops a new tool-set which supports end-user and application developers in
the complex task of porting applications to heterogeneous Grid environments
as well as guiding him through the difficulties of using the Grid for every day
production runs. Some tools developed in the project (PACX-MPI, Configura-
tion Manager, QoS Manager) are freely available, while Vampir, Dimemas and
MpCCI will remain available as commercial ones. The interaction of the tools
as well as the scenarios supported by the project are unique among the cur-
rently running Grid projects, by not even claiming to solve all problems, but
by focusing on a very special task. The tools have proved their usefulness with
several applications in a European testbed, during international demonstrations
at SC2002 in Baltimore, and are currently tested under industrial conditions.

Acknowledgments. This work was supported by the European Commission
under contract number DAMIEN IST-2000-25406.
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